
`We are the Future' 
The gathering in New York to celebrate the launching 

of Norwegian Breakaway was a meaningful, positive de-
velopment in a year that once again has seen challenges 
for the cruise industry. NCL CEO Kevin Sheehan was 
certainly not timid in his assessment of what the ship's 
arrival means to the market: "I think this is going to 
change the cruise industry forevermore," he told press…. 
"We are what the future is." 

A lot of retailers onboard seconded that emotion. Re-
ception by the 5,000 agents and their guests onboard 
during the two preview sailings was enormously positive, 
particularly in terms of Breakaway's impact on the first-
timers market, which retailers consistently report has 
taken a hit over the past year. Whether they target first-
timers or not, agents onboard the ship predicted it would 
draw significant numbers of people new to cruising. 

Year Round Helps 
Matthew Lee, VP of of Travelocity's Cruises says the 

first-time cruiser is a big part of their business. "You look 
at the brands that we sell--the brands that rely more 
heavily on the first-time cruisers are not doing as well this 
year," he reports. "I can tell you that beyond a shadow of 
a doubt....the brands that don't rely on the first-time 
cruiser so much--Celebrity, the Hollands--we're having a 
much better year with." 

 He cites numerous reasons why Breakaway will 
positively impact first-time business. "I think it's going to 
be an amazing product for this region, not only due to the 
quality but also the value," says Lee. "You could put any 
ship here year round, but this ship being here year round 
really is setting the bar for the quality, and not just for 
New Yorkers. People in the East Coast region will really 
be attracted by the features of this ship." 

He also likes the next step in Norwegian's shipbuild-
ing plan: Norwegian Getaway will feature year-round 
Caribbean cruises ex-Miami starting in early 2014. "The 
Caribbean needs more ships in the summertime," says 
Lee of the addition. "Selfishly, these are two great prod-
ucts for us as an agency to sell." 

He says the itineraries are key. "We wouldn't have 
been as excited if they said, 'We're going to take these 
two ships and put them in Europe year-round, or if not in 
Europe, in Australia.' In my humble opinion, there has 
been too much of a departure [from North America] in the 
last five years." 

Year round will help boost business, he says, particu-
larly with first-time cruisers, as the Caribbean is often 
their destination. "You have to be there consistently to 

have that market presence," says Lee. "If you are trying 
to build your brand on a national basis, you can't be out 
with your brand message for a quarter, then go dark for 
six months; your brand will never build. To me, that's 
what this represents for NCL, and I think it will help us 
because of the itineraries." 

Breakaway Rocks 
But, he adds, itineraries need a solid ship, and a 

solid ship means keeping people happy while onboard. 
"Breakaway is what we need," notes Lee. "Twenty-seven 
dining venues, 18 bars, great entertainment. My wife has 
been on 10 cruises with me now, and she said Rock of 
Ages was the best show she's ever seen." 

Lee concedes it maybe a bit of an age thing: "I was a 
teenager in the 80s, when all those songs were popular.
For my wife and I, it's squarely in our wheelhouse. It was 
almost a two-hour show, but I didn't feel like I was sitting 
there saying, 'Oh My God, when is this going to be over?' 

Nicole Mazza, of Travelsavers in Oyster Bay, N.Y., 
was equally enthusiastic about the show: "Rock of Ages 
wowed me. I kept on having to remind myself that we 
were on a ship." 

Previously, Mazza had seen the show on Broadway: 
"I thought it was going to be abbreviated or they would do 
highlights from it. No. The set was identical. It was, word 
for word, the same exact show on Broadway [running an 
hour and 40 minutes], and it was just as amazing at sea 
as it was on Broadway. They had the same excitement 
level." 

Having a show like Rock of Ages is a bit of a risk, 
compared to the usual generic entertainment onboard 
ships. "I know Norwegian is a little bit concerned that it 
was going to be a little bit too racy, but we told them as 
long as they put the disclaimers in, it will be O.K.," says 
Mazza. "We were rocking. We were all standing and 
cheering in the aisles." 

She notes having a show that may appeal to one 
demographic more than others represents a total break-
away from the old style of cruising: "It used to be, 'Here's 
one show and I hope you like it, because that's what 
there is to do onboard.'" 

With Breakaway, the idea is to provide more enter-
tainment options that target different demographics, so 
things are less watered down. "The entertainment, the 
dining really spans across so many generations. There's 
enough for everybody to do," says Mazza. 

And to quote Lincoln, you can please some of the 
people all of the time. "Even with a seven day, I hope I 
have time to see all the options that the ship has to offer," 
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says Mazza. 
Indeed, this ship is hopping at night. If you don't like 

Rock of Ages head on over to see Slam Allen perform 
light jazz/blues. As Norwegian Exec VP Andy Stuart 
notes: "Nobody engages an audience like this guy. He's 
fantastic." 

The younger demographic also has activities, of 
course. Nicole Mazza brought her kids, ages 4 and 6, 
onboard: "They loved the kids club. The counselors that 
were onboard were wonderful. The boys did sports. 
They had them up on the deck in the sports area, the 
ropes club, out on the basketball court. Sponge Bob and 
Patrick came out for meet and greet yesterday. So they 
were really excited to meet them." 

Also onboard were her nieces, ages 10 and 13. "My 
13-year-old niece is in the teen program, and they 
brought them down to the 80s party. She loved it. She 
did the `The Plank' as well and said it was terrifying, but 
exhilarating." 

All this in just a two-night preview. Mazza notes that 
there's plenty more, judging by the seven-day schedule: 
"They have the kids thoroughly entertained. Not one day 
was a copy of the next. They have something new for 
them everyday to make sure they don't get bored." 

A Good Fit For New York 
Since the ship is year round N.Y., there is substan-

tial N.Y. theming onboard. Mazza, whose group repre-
sents a significant number of agents in the Northeast, 
predicts the theming will go over well. 

"I think people can relate to it," she says. "One group 
that was onboard won it from the Katie [Couric] show. 
They were affected by Hurricane Sandy. I saw a lot of 
classmates I went to school with. Chatting with them and 
just hearing them made me feel prideful as a New 
Yorker: 'This is my ship.' There are so many things that 
are quintessential New York on board that it had that 
home town feel, that comfort level when you got on-
board."  

But she adds, they didn't overdo it: "You feel enough 
of it, but you also feel it's not overwhelming and in your 
face, or that it's only New Yorkers onboard." 

Sheehan's View On Pricing 
During the press conference, we asked CEO Shee-

han if he was concerned that the increased capacity in 
the New York area will negatively impact pricing. 

"No, I'm not at all," he responded. "If you look at the 
size of the demographic here and the population within x 
number of miles, we've had two ships here for years 
year-round, so if you think about the fact that we have 
about 4,500 capacity, and we're taking one of the ships 

out and replacing it with this unbelievably fantastic ship 
that's 4,000, you're not getting that much [new] capacity. 
So we're pretty confident with that." 

But, as he indicated, it's not just Norwegian increas-
ing capacity in the region. "As soon as we announced it, 
then the guys over at the other part of the port [Royal 
Caribbean] announced that they were bringing their new 
ship here [Quantum of the Seas]," says Sheehan.  

 But he thinks Breakaway can withstand the compe-
tition: "I think our ship is so spectacular, so much of an 
attraction, and you heard it from [N.Y. Mayor] Mike 
Bloomberg [who spoke positively about the ship at the 
christening] and all the rest of the people that are betting 
that this is going to be such a great success." 

He continued that exposure is critical, and being in 
New York helps. "I think that if you market it right and 
you get the right number of eyeballs on this ship in this 
big, huge market, why would it not be a market that 
could accommodate a lot more capacity, when you think 
about the capacity that comes out of Miami." 

Plus, he points to the advantage of the drive market. 
"I had only been on a cruise ship once before joining the 
company," recalls Sheehan. "I was invited to the Gem 
inaugural. I remember going from my building and get-
ting in a cab, and it was like $5, and then I was on the 
ship and drinking a pina colada after about 15 minutes. 

"Then [once on the ship], I said, 'Oh my God, look at 
all this stuff. If this is the story that we have to tell--I did-
n't have to go through this prolonged process about wor-
rying about checking in, my luggage, flying the airplane, 
will it get there on time, my bags with it." 

Eliminating the airfare cost and hassles is just the 
start: "The more that we can communicate the proposi-
tion that we have with a ship that is a destination, that 
people will have so much fun hanging on and staying 
inside and enjoying the ship inside/outside, whatever. I 
think that is a winning formula." 

Positive Developments 
As it should be for the flagship of a new series, 

Breakaway is viewed as being the best ship in the 47-
year history of Norwegian Cruise Line, and along with 
Norwegian's ambitious expansion strategy, it's great for 
the industry. 

There are more positive developments in the news, 
ranging from Carnival Corporation spending $600-$700 
million, mostly on safety-related upgrades to Royal Car-
ibbean's well received announcements about their up-
coming ship Quantum of the Seas.  

Next month, Royal Princess is launching in the U.K., 
and having Kate Middleton as that ship's godmother is 
huge. Then Norwegian Getaway launches year-round 
cruising in Miami starting early 2014. 
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